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JOHN HARTFORD
PILOTS A NEW
GENERATION
How the riverboat captain and songwriter empowered
others to embrace free expression
by Jonathan Bernstein
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“Dad had a persona, but his persona was very real and imperfect.
He was willing to show himself, warts and all, and to put himself
out there, and I wonder if that’s attractive today, when everybody
is so concerned with how they appear to others.”
Katie Hartford

G

illian Welch and Dave
Rawlings had only recently
finished writing “I Dream a
Highway,” the 15-minute
modernist folk masterpiece
that would eventually serve as the
concluding epic to their opus Time (The
Revelator), when, in the late spring of
2001, they received the phone call that
they had long been dreading.
On the other end was Chris Sharp,
who had been working in recent years
as the guitarist in John Hartford’s
stringband. Hartford, only 63 at the
time, had become incredibly ill after
living with lymphoma for more than 20
years. Sharp was with Hartford at the
hospital, and it seemed as though
Hartford was going to die.
“If you want to see John again,”
Sharp told the duo, “you better come
now.”
Welch and Rawlings immediately
drove to the hospital to say goodbye to

their friend, musical hero, and mentor.
After spending some time there with
Hartford, who had taken the young duo
under his wing after they moved to
Nashville in the ’90s, Rawlings phoned
their studio engineer Matt Andrews.
“Meet us at the studio,” Rawlings told
Andrews.
Rawlings had a rather unconventional idea for “I Dream a Highway,”
which Welch had only recently written,
entirely in free verse: The first time he
and Welch would perform the song
would be when they were recording it in
the studio. Leaving the hospital,
Rawlings knew the timing was right.
Once they arrived at RCA’s famous
Studio B, Welch and Rawlings began, for
the first time ever, to sing “I Dream a
Highway,” which to them now felt like a
different song entirely.
“We went straight from saying
goodbye to John to cutting ‘I Dream a
Highway,’” says Welch. “We were just so

broken up and there was such a sense of
loss.” The opening verse to the song
— “John, he’s kicking out the footlights”
— which had originally told the story of
how Johnny Cash was notoriously
banned from the Grand Ole Opry, was
now a commentary on John Hartford’s
imminent passing. Suddenly, the song
had become a raw tribute to the roots
pioneer whose spirit, she says,
influences most everything she does
musically to this day.
“No one would really believe how
often both Dave and I think of John,” she
says. “It’s all the time. Sometimes, when
we’re at our best on stage, when we’re
really hitting it, one of us will turn to the
other and say, ‘Boy, that kind of reminds
me of John.’”
Welch and Rawlings are just two
examples from the long list of
contemporary roots performers —
singers, fiddlers, guitarists, flat-top
pickers, troubadour singer-songwriters,
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eager banjo players, one-man-band
acts, jam band instrumentalists, and
song-and-dance entertainers — whose
artistry has been shaped and influenced
in some large part by the music and life
of John Hartford.
Seventeen years after his death, a
new generation of roots and Americana
musicians is embracing Hartford’s
music with a newfound vigor. Some
were raised on their parents’ record
collections from the ’60s and ’70s, and
others found an easy entry point
through the soundtrack to the 2000 film
O Brother, Where Art Thou? (in which
Hartford played a key role).
From the upstart acoustic duo the
Lowest Pair (who named their group
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after a Hartford poem) to established
roots-grass veterans like Mandolin
Orange to folk-pop juggernauts like the
Avett Brothers, a wide range of modern
roots groups cite Hartford as a key
influence.
“I aspire to express myself freely on
banjo, while never taking away from how
it’s traditionally used in bluegrass and
country music … and my approach is
ultimately more akin to John Hartford
than Earl Scruggs,” Scott Avett told Guitar
Player in 2016. “Hartford had a freer
focus and more of a wild mind.”
Hartford’s music continues to find
ways into modern mainstream
consciousness in surprising and
unexpected ways. At the time of writing,

the No. 1 listed song on Hartford’s
Spotify page was “This Eve of Parting,”
due to the song’s inclusion in the
Academy Award-nominated coming-ofage drama Ladybird.
Late last year, country-folk artists
Robert Ellis and Courtney Hartman
released Dear John, a stunning
collection of sparse renditions of
Hartford originals that highlights
Hartford’s under-acknowledged
mastery of country songwriting
craftsmanship.
“I do feel like something’s
happening right now with John’s music,
and I’m not quite sure how to put my
finger on it,” says Katie Hartford, John’s
daughter. As the executor of her father’s
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“It’s just a big old chain, and a lot of it started with John Hartford.”
Andrew Marlin

estate, Katie has witnessed firsthand a
curious uptick in requests to license her
father’s music in recent years. “More
people are starting to pick up his music,
and more people in this younger
generation are starting to find out about
him.”
“My dad’s songs are on their third
go-around,” says John’s son Jamie
Hartford, who used to perform with his
father and recorded an album of his
songs in 2005.
Today’s generation of roots
musicians are treating Hartford’s music
with the same forward-thinking
irreverence that Hartford himself
pioneered in the ’70s — a time when the
newgrass trailblazer began to hone his
genre-bending roots modernism that
reformed, reshaped, and refocused the
worlds of bluegrass and old-time music.
“There aren’t a lot of people who play
his songs they way he played them, and
that’s what makes it so good,” says Tom
Burkhart, organizer of the John
Hartford Memorial Festival, the annual
music festival held in Bean Blossom,
Indiana, that has featured acts
including the Infamous Stringdusters,
Peter Rowan, Pokey LaFarge, Hot Rize,
the Steep Canyon Rangers, Chris
Hillman, and Great American Taxi since
its founding in 2011. “They’re
multifaceted and they take his songs in

every which way.”
Listening to and reading the words
and music of John Hartford today can feel
like an exercise in reading tea leaves, in
staring back at prophesy from a man who
spoke directly to several generations his
junior, a man whose ethos and sprit
resonates most strongly long after he
passed and many decades after the prime
of his career.
“It’s pretty hard to be yourself in this
space-age world we live in,” Hartford
wrote 51 years ago when his debut record
was released, “when all around you is
glamour, and by comparison you feel
pretty dull and unromantic.”

Finding His Flow
John Hartford’s first love was the
Mississippi. He became devoted to the
river and its allure as soon as his family
moved from New York to St. Louis when
Hartford was a young child. By the time
he was a teenager, Hartford was already a
man out of time, hopelessly dreaming
about having been born during an earlier
era.
“Originally, I wanted to be a pilot on
the Mississippi River, like Mark Twain,”
he said of his adolescent pull to the river
in 1972, according to Andrew Vaughan’s
2013 book called John Hartford: Pilot of a
Steam Powered Aereo-Plain. “I would have

liked to have been born in 1880, and
had a first-class pilot’s license and
worked in, say, the PittsburghCincinnati trade or something like
that.”
Hartford soon began to live out his
dream of life on the river when he
secured a job as a night watchman on
a passenger steamboat as a 15-yearold. In later years, he would become a
riverboat captain on the Illinois River.
During downtime on the steamboat, named the Delta Queen, a
teenaged Hartford began playing
banjo, which would soon consume
him every bit as much as life on the
river did. Hartford started to travel to
Nashville on Friday nights to catch the
Grand Ole Opry, managed to score an
invitation to Earl Scruggs’ house, and
began playing banjo and fiddle in local
St. Louis bands.
“It seemed like when I wasn’t on
the river,” Hartford said, according to
Vaughan, “[music] was all I thought
about.”
Hartford’s twin obsessions — river
steamboats and old-time music —
would continue to merge and collide
over the next four decades, as Hartford
emerged as one of the leading
innovators and revivalists of old-time
stringband music during the second
half of the 20th century.
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“My dad took what he loved — he
knew he loved the river, and he knew he
loved the banjo and the fiddle — and he
just made a life out of that,” says Katie
Hartford.
Whether in the early pop-leaning
tales like “Sailboat Song,” or his iconic
’70s river tunes of 1976’s Mark Twang,
or his nostalgic reflections on his
Mississippi River youth like his 1984
cover of “Take Me Back to My
Mississippi River Home,” or 1989’s
“Delta Queen Waltz,” or the fiddle tunes
of his childhood that he remained
fixated on in his late years, the spirits,
sounds, and smells of the river would
remain Hartford’s primary artistic
muse for the vast majority of his musical
career.
When discussing the distinctly
loping, trance-like melodies Hartford
would become known for, Courtney
Hartman offers perhaps the best
explanation of how Hartford’s dual
passions became intertwined.
“His songs,” she says, “feel like
rivers.”

‘My Weird Songs’
“Tonight,” Hartman announced last
December during a show in downtown
Manhattan, “we’re going to be
alternating between heartbreak and

rivers.”
In celebration of the release of Dear
John, her tribute album with Robert
Ellis, Hartman and Ellis were on stage
performing a full set of John Hartford
covers to a packed crowd that included
jazzy pop group Lake Street Dive’s
Rachael Price.
Hartman and Ellis decided to record
the album after they realized that
whenever they got together to hang out
and share tunes, they kept returning to
the same few John Hartford songs.
“We both loved the same things
about him,” Ellis says during a pre-show
interview. “There were specific things
that drew both of us to his music that
were pretty unique, so this project is
about our individual connection to
John’s music, but it’s also about
Courtney and I’s connection to each
other through John’s music.”
Sung in two-part harmonies with
two acoustic guitars playing around one
single microphone, Dear John is a
profoundly intimate, romantic
rendering of Hartford’s music that
illuminates his craftsmanship and
sense of melody.
“We wanted to show a different side
of John Hartford that maybe casual fans
don’t know as well,” says Ellis. “I took me
a while myself to realize the heaviness of
his lyrics and the turns of phrases, the

alliterations and masterful craft behind
what he did.”
“If anything, Robert and Courtney’s
record is in the spirit of my dad, who
wasn’t ever going to do what somebody
else had already done,” says Jamie
Hartford. “He was going to take it and
flip it on its head, and their record took
the same approach my dad would have
taken.”
For Hartman and Ellis, the process
of delving into Hartford’s catalog for
Dear John ended up teaching them both
a great deal about songwriting.
“John’s songwriting came from a
place where fiddle tunes are the
foundation, and I see that reflected
primarily in the integrity of the
melodies,” says Hartman. “For a
songwriter, that’s a very different place
to come from than coming from just a
straight folk-songwriting background.”
The record, which features classics
like “Gentle on My Mind” and “Up on the
Hill Where They Do the Boogie”
alongside more obscure ballads like
“Right in the Middle of Falling For You”
and “We Did Our Best,” is centered
around Hartford’s lesser-known
masterpiece Down on the River, with
roughly half of its songs coming from
that 1989 record.
Ellis and Hartman’s project, which
continues to attract new fans to
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Hartford’s songbook, is just one
example of the way in which younger
musicians continue to interpret
Hartford’s music in new and surprising
ways.
“The people that he influenced are
really coming out of the woodwork,”
says Burkhart. “I see his momentum
building.”
As a traditional-minded songwriter,
Hartford was an unabashed outlier, an
occasionally crass and consistently
off-beat lyricist who was never
interested in simply rehashing rural
Southern and old-time mythology in his
songs. Instead, Hartford sang about

washing machines and bar mitzvahs
and eccentric billionaires. He wrote
originals with titles like “Smoke, Shit
and Fuck,” songs that had no place in
bluegrass or in Nashville, where he first
began his career as a professional
songwriter.
“I mostly just sat on a stool and sang
my weird songs,” Hartford once said of
his earliest days in Music City, according
to Vaughan.
The best way, perhaps, to appreciate
just how strangely unique Hartford’s
songwriting sensibility is to read the
songwriter explaining his own songs.
Here’s how he describes “Corn Cob

Blues,” an original from his 1967 RCA
debut, in Pilot of a Steam Powered AereoPlain: “ ‘Corn Cob Blues’ is about a skinny
boy with elopement on his mind who
gets involved in a highly commercial
wedding venture complete with song and
dance routine, stale jokes, and a lot of
loud promotion.”
But Hartford, a musical omnivore
whose personal record collection
included jazz, classical music, and
Michael Jackson’s Thriller alongside
stacks of old-time roots records,
relished the role of tearjerker
sentimentalist as much as he enjoyed
being a bluegrass agitator.
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These days, one of his most resonant
songs is one of his most heartfelt — “In
Tall Buildings,” a wistful ballad
originally written for his 1976 album
Nobody Knows What You Do.
The song, a heartbreaking lament
about the crushing demands of adulthood in capitalism, about exchanging
the passion and community of youth
for 9-to-5 middle class security, has
become a fitting standard of sorts for
today’s folk and roots artists, having
been covered by everyone from Gillian
Welch, who once quipped that “there’s
probably a fair number of people that
have quit their jobs because of this
song,” to the Tuttles and David
Mayfield. A rendition of the song
performed in a video by folksinger
Gregory Alan Isakov, who sits by
himself on a rock alongside a gently
flowing river as he sings the song,
almost as if he’s actively attempting to
resist the very demands of concrete
oppression that the song describes, has
been viewed on YouTube more than
half a million times.
For an emerging generation that
feels more beholden than ever to
modern technology and disconnected
from community and nature, “In Tall
Buildings” is just one of Hartford’s
songs that feels even more urgent now
than when he first wrote it more than 40
years ago.
Electro-folk songwriter Erik Hall
was so moved by the song that he
decided to name his musical act In Tall
Buildings after recording his debut
album in 2008. Like many of his
contemporaries, he interpreted the song
and its title entirely for his own
purposes.
“For me, the name alludes to a
yearning for natural spaces while also
nodding to my upbringing among steel
and concrete,” says Hall. “‘In Tall
Buildings’ aptly combined the legacy of
folk music with a more forward-looking
stance. I hope this is the evolution of
roots music — an influential foundation

that grounds but never limits what
American music is. It’s about
celebrating and embracing a balance
between the concrete and natural
worlds.”

Aboard the Aereo-Plain
A great deal of Hartford’s modern-day
influence and relevance can be traced
back to his landmark album AereoPlain, which remains a revolutionary
moment in the history of roots music, a
second awakening of old-time traditions
and styles that resisted the type of
constricting conservatism and
insistence upon mere repetition and
preservation that had come to define the
ethos and philosophy in bluegrass when
Hartford released the record in the early
’70s.
In its own way, Aereo-Plain laid the
foundations for modern folk and
Americana music, nodding to roots
tradition while discarding genre
conventions.
Recorded with a quintet of old-time
legends that included Vassar Clements,
Norman Blake, Tut Taylor, and Randy
Scruggs, and produced by David
Bromberg, Aereo-Plain was a
freewheeling compendium of Hartford
originals that ranged from the peculiar
(“Boogie”) to the self-conscious
postmodern (“With A Vamp in the
Middle”) to the thoroughly sentimental
(“Tear Down the Grand Ole Opry”).
“The interest in acoustic music
through newgrass and later Americana
is directly attributable to John Hartford
showing the way,” writes Andrew
Vaughan in his book on the album.
For several generations, Aereo-Plain
has served as a gateway of sorts, a
resonant reference record that has led
countless listeners down the paths of
bluegrass, old-time, and traditional
American music.
“Aereo-Plain is when I first started
latching onto Norman Blake, and from
there, I really started diving into Blake’s

records and diving into Vassar
Clements’ stuff, which turned into
discovering [bluegrass supergroup] Old
and In the Way, which then led me to the
Grateful Dead,” says Andrew Marlin,
one half of the North Carolina folk duo
Mandolin Orange. “It’s just a big old
chain, and a lot of it started with John
Hartford.”
“That record opened people’s
minds,” Marlin continues. “It was like
‘Yeah, we can play with this genre as
much as anyone can play around with
any genre.’”
Jamie Hartford says his father’s
musical philosophy can’t be understood
without acknowledging his father’s
lifelong passion for painting and
sketching. “My dad’s philosophy was,
‘Because I did it that way, you shouldn’t
do it that way. My dad went to art school
and he was really into impressionist art:
an individual’s take on what they see,”
he says.
“His art was always his version of
what that thing was, it wasn’t an
accurate photograph or a snapshot, but
rather his version of what he saw at that
particular time.”
John Hartford applied the very same
philosophy to music. He was a bluegrass
impressionist whose musical process
prioritized observation and synthesis
rather than ego and mastery.
His daughter Katie, who was
preparing the release of a book that
includes music for nearly 200 of
Hartford’s unpublished fiddle tunes,
thinks that her father’s openness is part
of what makes his music, and his
mythos, so appealing to younger
musicians today.
“Dad had a persona, but his persona
was very real and imperfect. He was
willing to show himself, warts and all,
and to put himself out there, and I
wonder if that’s attractive today, when
everybody is so concerned with how
they appear to others,” she says.
“There’s a real vulnerability in being
and showing the core of who you are.” ■

